19 April 2022 [ZOOM]  
Insa Koch  
University of St. Gallen  
The making of slaves and their masters: 'modern' slavery, drugs trafficking, and the politics of victimhood in postcolonial Britain

26 April 2022 [ZOOM]  
Andrea Ballestero  
University of Southern California  
Nature, trusts, and flickering financial frontiers

3 May 2022 [ZOOM]  
Oliver Owen  
University of Oxford  
Interrogating the activist moment: ENDSARS and the contradictions of policing in Nigeria

10 May 2022 [IG 454]  
Tatjana Thelen  
University of Vienna  
Seeing and becoming beaten: state care and ambivalent classification in rural Hungary

17 May 2022 [ZOOM]  
Anand Pandian  
Johns Hopkins University  
Ventures in a lateral anthropology

24 May 2022 [IG 454]  
Matthias Krings  
Mainz University  
N-Wort, O-Wort, A-Wort: Kategoriale Adressierungen auf Basis von Hautfarbe im Vergleich

7 June 2022 [IG 454]  
Volker Gottowik  
GU Frankfurt  
Liebe, Tod und Tantra: sakralisierte Liebespaare und ihre rituelle Verehrung auf Java

14 June 2022 [ZOOM]  
Tereza Østbø Kuldova  
Work Research Institute/Oslo Metropolitan University  
Who can be against "good governance"? Compliance, defiance and the proxy structures of evasion

21 June 2022 [IG 454]  
Andrea Behrends  
Bayreuth University  
Digital materialities and global inequality

28 June 2022 [ZOOM]  
Justin Richland  
University of California, Irvine  
Cooperation without submission: articulating indigenous jurisdictions amidst settler social orders

5 July 2022 [IG 454]  
Rijk van Dijk  
African Studies Center/Leiden University  
Policing charisma: thoughts on interactions between charismatic christianities and inspection in southern Africa

12 July 2022 [IG 454]  
Worku Nida  
University of California at Riverside, Los Angeles  
Ethnic entrepreneurialism shaping a national economy: the gurage as change- and culture-makers in Ethiopia

Summer 22, Tuesdays, 16-18 (CEST), on Zoom or IG 454 registration: goepfert@em.uni-frankfurt.de